identication of cell lines in the biomedical literature is important for the reproducibility of science. As data citation, resource citation is also important for resource re-use.
In this paper, we mention the challenges of identifying cell lines and describe a system for cell line annotation with preliminary results.
Introduction

Why do we tag cell lines?
A cell line is a cell culture developed from a single cell and therefore consisting of cells with a uniform genetic make-up. A cell line has an important role as a research resource such as organisms, antibodies, constructs, knockdown reagents, etc. Unique identication of cell lines in the biomedical literature is important for the reproducibility of science [7] . As data citation, resource citation is also important for resource re-use [1] . Identifying cell lines is a nontrivial problem with the following challenges and diculties:
• A signicant number of cell line names consist of only numbers.
• A signicant number of cell line names consist of less than 4 letters.
• Cell line names often look similar with gene/protein names.
• Cell line names sometime look similar with person names.
Linking Europe PMC articles to cell lines
Europe PubMed Central is a database of life science research articles and abstracts, including PubMed (http://europepmc.org) [4] . One of main services on Europe PMC is to link full-text articles to biological data sets or databases by two methods:
• Named Entity Recognition
• Accession Number Mining [2]
Combined with other features on Europe PMC, cell line annotation can be useful. For example, give me all articles where cell line X is mentioned only in Methods section.
In this report, we describe our work on linking articles to research resources using our cell line tagger and section tagger.
A large-scale annotation and analysis pipeline
Recently, we have developed a system which can generate a dictionary from a given ontology or terminological resource, and performs a large scale analysis of dictionary usages. The system mainly consists of three modules: 1) dictionary building module, 2) semantic tagging module, and 3) analysis and report generation module. Figure 1 shows an diagram of the system architecture. 
Dictionary builder
Dictionary builder is a module that generates a dictionary (in mwt format used in Whatizit), given an ontology, controlled vocabulary, or any other terminological resources. A number of input formats supported are as follows: Remove a term of which the length is less than N. Remove a term that has only digits.
• A list of regular expressions (e.g., for accession numbers)
Semantic tagging engine
This module consists of a list of taggers based on java nite automata [5] and MALLET (MAchine Learning for LangugE Tookit 2 ): Given a dictionary (generated in the previous step) in mwt 3 format, this annotation pipeline can annotate documents in a dictionary-based approach. We can plug in dierent semantic taggers running on Whatizit server.
Analysis and summary report generation module
A large scale annotation analysis module based on Hadoop, Pig Latin (for counting), and R language (for visualization). One application of this analysis module is to help users with building a customized list of stop words and revising a dictionary based on summary report.
One method to evaluate the importance of a term is to us its frequency [3] . This frequency information can be used to nd a list of stop words for domain-specic applications instead of using a default list of stop words.
3 Results
Cellosaurus-based cell-line dictionary
We have performed a preliminary analysis on Cellosarus and Cell Line Ontology (CLO). In this analysis, we have found that terms in Cellosarus are more often matched on free texts from biomedical corpora, suggesting the usage as a dictionary. On the other hand, CLO terms are more conceptual and less matched. <mwt> <cell_line ids="%1" species="%2" type="%3" sex="%4" disease="%5" crosslink="%6">%0</cell_line> <r p1="CVCL_E548" p2="Homo sapiens" p3="Transformed cell line" p4="Female" p5="unknown" p6="unknown">#15310-LN</r> </mwt> With the dictionary building module (mentioned in Section 2.1), we generated a cell-line dictionary for named entity recognition as follows:
• In a mapping table, we mapped ID (IDentication) and SY (SYnonyms) elds to terms, and AC (ACcession number) eld to concept IDs.
• Following is a list of ltering/transformation rules:
Only terms with more than 3 letter terms are used to build dictionaries.
Less than four letters + 'cell' (as the following constraint word) Only numbers + cell Table 2 shows statistics on the dictionary built by this module and Figure 2 shows an example of the dictionary generated based on these rules.
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Kinetics of <chemical>capsaicin</chemical>-activated currents in <cell_line>HEK293</cell_line> cells stably expressing <organism>rat</organism> <gene>TRPV1</gene> channels. 
Annotation results on Open Access (OA) PMC collection
For a large scale analysis, rst we applied our section tagger to 633,174 OA full-text articles from Europe PubMed Central collection, and annotated these section-labeled articles. The rational for using section-labeled articles is to nd dierent usages of cell lines over dierent sections such as Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion [6] . Then, we applied our gene/protein name tagger in order to reduce confusions between gene/protein and cell line names.
After the annotation we performed three dierent analyses: concept-wise, term-wise, and article-wise in order to nd dierent aspects of ontology usages.
In term-wise analysis, each term was counted separately. Table 3 shows the results. In this table, we can see section-specic false positive cases. For example, there are some false positive terms specic in Methods section such as Fisher and Madison. Dierent sections have dierent false positive categories suggesting needs for a section-dependent blacklist.
• Kobayashi in Introduction vs Kobayashi in Methods
• Promega Corporation, Madison, WI, USA.
Based on the results above, we removed term Focus, which is often used as Focus group in Methods sections.
HeLA was not the most frequent term in Methods section because of two false positive terms (i.e., Fisher and Madison).
Concept-wise analysis: All terms (synonyms, orthographic variants, etc) belonging to one concept were considered as the same. Table 4 shows 15 most frequent concepts. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of an annotated article on gene expression experiments. Top 15 most frequent concept IDs.
Annotation Example
In general, one concept ID has one or more than one terms. For example, CVCL_0063 has HEK293T, HEK 293T, 293T, and any other terms. 
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In this work, we have developed a large scale annotation and analysis system for ontologies, by exploring dierent technologies such as semantic web, clouding computing, etc. With this system, we have annotated and provided Open Access articles annotated with Cellosaurus-based cell line tagger on ftp site for textmining community.
Our annotation results show that cell lines are mentioned over dierent sections although more often mentioned in Methods and Results sections. One surprising founding is that cell lines tagged in Results sections are less noisy then ones in Methods sections.
One application of this work is, combined with section tagger, to retrieve articles where one particular cell line mentioned in only Results sections.
As future work, we plan to extend our system adaptive and sharable using Plug and Play (P & P) annotation concept with the following features: a simple interface, dictionary P & P, semantic tagger P & P, and a feature for annotation result sharing.
